Human Torch Death Called War Protest

25 Homes Destroyed By Fires

Big 2 Weeks In Midwest City

Big Sweepstakes Winner

Romney Raps Ping Pong Policy, Sees Possible Invasion Of North

Braniff Chicago

WHAT KILLED SNIPPY?

Listen to the "Chuck Kelly" Program from 6 A.M. - 9 A.M. on KOMA RADIO at 1520 On Your Dial
Church Leader Slaps Vietnam Policy Of U.S.

Science Leaders Set Tours

Prominent scientists will南宁, China, in a tour for 3,000 scientists from Asia and the United States.
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Owner Dies At 59
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SALE

Get 2 for the price of 1...
PLUS A PENNY!
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Military Spectacle Set Nov. 7
Scots Guards To Visit Again

The band of the Royal Scots with the King's Own Regiment, will be in Oklahoma City for a three day visit beginning Nov. 7.

College Art Exhibit Up At Central

The annual College Art Exhibit is being held at the Oklahoma City Central High School.

Concerto Work Wins Two Ovals

Korean Pianist Repays Debt To Sponsors

The pianist from Korea has repaid his sponsor's debt by playing two concerts.

Marcel Aymer Mourned By France

The famous French architect has passed away, leaving a lasting impact on the world of fashion.

Shirt Dress

Wild wallpaper print on tacked wool in a shirt dress is designed for the Girl Game.

Haslequin Dress

Haslequin print dress is designed to score in the fashion game. It has a styling, long sleeves and overall simple lines of line to the silhouette.

The Trench Coat

It's back to the trenches as October shares in another winter season. Wrapping up around the world; the old-time drop in temperatures matching the spirits of Sawyer fans.

Girl Game...

Girl Game...

The Girl Game...
Houses With Sex Appeal

Difficult as it is to believe, there are some men who are not exactly earthbound.

Few, indeed, realize their sexual potential and possibly they should. In the case of Miss Anna-Mae Lohr, of Oklahoma City, this is definitely not the case. As the Red Rose Journal, in an article last week, reported, she is not only a beautiful beauty, but a beauty with brains as well.

In her home, which has a large private garden, she entertains by giving her guests a tour of the property, accompanied by a thorough explanation of the plants and flowers. This is followed by a light refreshment, after which the guests are invited to spend the night in one of the beautifully furnished bedrooms.

In the latter, a variety of books and magazines are available, along with a selection of cooked foods. The rooms are also equipped with a refrigerator and a telephone. The guests are encouraged to relax and enjoy themselves.

Inez Robb

THAT'S WHAT I WANT TO SAY!

Dr. A. M. Martin

FULL CREDIT

Today's Prayer

The Mood Of The President

By THOMAS E. McNEAL

The President's mood this week is one of confidence and determination. He is working hard to ensure the success of his administration. In his weekly radio address, he emphasized the importance of unity and cooperation among all Americans.

There are some signs of opposition, but the President remains optimistic. He is determined to see his program through to completion. He has called for a strong and united front to face the challenges of the future.

The Oklahoma Journal

OCTOBER 14, 1947
MAGNAVOX
SELLS DIRECT TO PHIPPS!
THERE ARE NO "MIDDLE MAN" COST!
THUS YOU ARE ABLE TO ENJOY A NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE AT LESS COST!

COLOR STEREO THEATRES
COST LESS THAN COMPARABLE UNITS PURCHASED SEPARATELY.

MAGNIFICENT MAGNAVOX COLOR TV
Portables let's you enjoy color television in any room.

The BIGGEST PICTURE in COLOR Television
1. Magnificently white
2. Picture Span: 24" X 18"
3. Picture Resolution

PORTABLE COLOR TV
ONLY $379.98...
Texas Turns Errors Into 9-7 Victory

Hurricane Now 3-0
Loop Races Muddled

Blazers Win, 7-2
Gracious living with a Spanish accent....... El Magnifico by Berkline

The magnificent comes to Evans and you'll love it all - Spanish accent furniture by Berkline. New styling, new woods and new vinyls! All the wood is dark-stained mahogany and the vinyl is black for eye-catching beauty. Notice the new "S" shaped arm and leg treatment. This design was chosen from drawings made hundreds of years ago. But Berkline added new flair and utility with a 78" three cushion sofa, a senora chair, a senior chair with pullout foot rest and recliner for complete comfort. This new group at Evans is all open stock - you can buy one piece or a den full. So for the best in home furnishings - shop Evans for El Magnifico!

Shop 'til 9 P.M.

That Wonderful Mediterranean Look In Tables
The Valente Group
BASSET TABLES

Cocktail Table

$49

Your Choice

Lamp Table

End Table

Three cushion sofa 188.88
Senora Chair 88.88
Senior chair with footrest 128.88
Reclining chair 128.88

OPEN DAILY 9 'til 9

The Best For Your Home, From...

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western